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Consider the basic problem in the calculus of variations-given a Lagrangian L: [a, 61 x 
R” x R” --) R and a pair of endpoints cy, p E R”, choose z E W1ll ([a, b], R”) to 
b 
minimize A[z] := 
/ 
L(t, z(t), i(t)) dt subject to z(u) = cr, z(b) = p. (P) 
CT 
In 1915, Tonelli [5] put forward hypotheses under which the functional A is weakly lower 
semicontinuous on W’*i and the level set {Z : A[z] _< inf(P) + E, Z(U) = Q, r(b) = p} 
is weakly compact for some E > 0. He deduced that any minimizing sequence in (P) 
has a subsequence converging weakly to a solution to (P), and thereby established the 
topological approach which remains the state of the art. (Cesari [l] presents an up-t* 
date survey of the field.) 0 ur approach, however, is quite different, being based on the 
properties of extremal arcs in certain auxiliary problems. It applies to certain problems 
with non-compact level sets, and offers a unified treatment of local and global existence 
theory for both fast- and slow-growth Lagrangians. Moreover, our results include the 
desirable ‘regularity” assertion that all solutions of (P) are Lipschitzian. They rely on 
modest conditions on L, together with a system of inequalities relating the data of the 
problem. 
Basic Hypotheses. Throughout this note, we assume that L is locally Lipschits on 
[a$] x R” x R”, and that for all (t, EE) E [a, b] x R”, the function L(t, z, .) is con- 
vex and its graph contains no rays. We may then define the Hamiltonian H(t, x,p) := 
SUP {(P, 4 - qt, x, u) : u E Rn} . Suppose now that R > 0 is fixed, and let s2 = [a, b] x 
R??. (B = {x E R” : jz/ < l}.) The B asic Hypotheses imply the existence of a non- 
decreasing function p: [O,+oo) + (0, +oo) for which p(s) E [0, s] Vs > 0, lima--coo p(s) = 
+oo, and one has 
V(w,p) E R x R”, Vs > 0, &J+J,P) %+)B # 0 =$ apH(w) C sB. 
(If L(w, .) is strictly convex for each w E 0 then we may take p(s) s s.) Using p, we 
introduce a measure of how quickly an extremal’s derivative can grow. 
DEFINITION 1. For all scalars 0 < r < s, we define the nonnegative number 
AR(r,s) := inf{ti - to}, where the infimum is taken over all intervals [to, tl] in [a, b] 
on which there is a Lipschitz arc x obeying 
(a) Ess k(r) n rB # 0 for some T E [to, tl], 
(b) Ess i(o) n (Rn \ p(s)B) # 0 for some Q E [to, tl], 
(c) Essi(t) C sB for all t E (to, tl), 
(d) Ix(t)] < R for all t E [to, tl], 
(e) x solves the following problem: 
I 
t1 
min{ L(t, y(t),G(t)) dt : y(ti) = x(G), [Y(t)1 < R Vt E [to,tl], 
to 
/G(t)1 I s a.e&3,h]}. 
(Here v E Ess f(t) 0 Vs > 0, mea.s{s E [a, b] n [t - s, t + s] : 12) - f(t)/ < .s} > 0.) 
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Our main result concerns the problem (Pn), which coincides with (P) except for the 
additional constraint ]z(t)] < R Vt E [a, b]. 
THEOREM 2.. Let L satisfy the Basic Hypotheses, as well as 
Sj > 0 such that L(t, x, u) 2 Tj 1~1 V(t, 2, u) E 0 x R”. (1) 
Suppose that for some r] E (O,?j) and some Lipschitz arc Z admissible for (Pn), 
@I/~ + minil4, IPI) < 4 (2) 
b - a < AR(F,~) for some Z obeying p(Z) > f, (3) 
where i = A[~]/(qb - ~a). Then problem (Pn) h as at least one solution, and every 
solution is Lipschitzian. 
PROOF (SKETCH). We apply Tonelli’s method of auxiliary Lagrangians, as extended 
by Clarke and Vinter [3j, 141. Th us, we consider a sequence of auxiliary problems (Pi), in 
which the Lagrangian L is replaced by L,, a locally Lipschitzian function which coincides 
with L on R x sB, but obeys L, = )v12 - s2 for ]v] sufficiently large. Tonelli’s results and 
(2) imply that each (Pi) h as an absolutely continuous solution x,; in fact x, is Lipschits 
because L, is uniformly Lipschitz in (t, x) throughout R x R” (see [3). Using (3) we 
find a constant CT such that lib(t)1 5 CJ a.e. for all s sufficiently large. We deduce that 
for all large s, the arc x8 solves the problem of minimizing A over W’+[u, b]. A second 
auxiliary Lagrangian argument establishes that the infimum of A over W”~‘[u,b] is no 
smaller than A(x8]. Details are given in 121. 1 
Inequality (3) is the key to both the proof and the applications of Theorem 2. One 
could imagine attaining the desired inequality by adjusting b - a (and R) appropriately. 
Indeed, all the results described below sre derived in just this way. The procedure is 
particularly simple when L satisfies the extremal growth condition 
VR > 0, Vr > 0, lim AR(r,s) = $00, (EGC) a+00 
for in this case (3) imposes no restrictions on b - a, and we obtain global existence and 
regularity theorems. We show in [2] that (EGC) f 11 o ows from various combinations of 
well-known conditions, so Theorem 2 unifies and extends various earlier results. Indeed, 
the following consequence of Theorem 2 is often sufficient. 
THEOREM 3. Let L be bounded below, and satisfy 
l&jn_f 
L(t) 5, v) 
(VI ’ O* (4) 
(t,r)e[a,blXR” 
If (EGC) holds, th en the solution set of(P) is a nonempty subset of W1lm(u, b]. 
Note that condition (4) is considerably milder than the coercivity usually invoked in 
existence theory. For example, Theorem 3 applies to any slow-growth Lagrangian of the 
form L(t,x, U) = d(~)(l+lvl~)~/~, p rovided that 4 is a positive-valued locally Lipschitzian 
function bounded away from 0 on R”. 
The Lagrangian L is called coercive if there exists a convex function 0: [0, +co) -+ R 
satisfying lim,,, e(r)/r = +oo such that 
L(t, x, v) 2 0((vl) V(t,x, u) E [a, b] x R” x R”. 
This condition certainly implies (4), so that Theorem 3 can be compared to Tonelli’s clas- 
sical existence theorem (which assumes coercivity). Our result has an extra hypothesis, 
namely (EGC), but makes an extra assertion, namely that all solutions are Lipschitz. 
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T H E 0 REM 4. If L is coercive and independent oft, then (EGC) holds, so the solution 
set of(P) is a nonempty subset of W1,Oo[u, b]. 
PRO OF (SKETCH). Fix R and r. The coercivity of L implies that for every m > 0, 
there exists M > 0 such that 3rH(x,p) c MB whenever (x,p) E RB x mz. Now 
consider any arc x as in Definition 1. Condition (e) implies that there exist an arc p and 
a constant c such that 
p(t) E &L(x(t), k(t)) ad. [to, h], 
(p(t), i(t)) - L(x(t), i(t)) = c a.e. [to, h]. 
The second of these conditions implies a uniform bound ml on ]p(t)], while the first is 
equivalent to x(t) E ?&H(x(t),p(t)) a.e. Our earlier observation yields a uniform bound 
Ml 1 W)l a.e., and this contradicts Definition l(b) whenever p(s) > Ml. So for all 
such s, AR(~, s) is the infimum over the empty set, namely $00. Thus (EGC) holds and 
Theorem 3 can be applied. 1 
The utility of Theorem 2 extends well beyond the case where the right side of (3) is 
unbounded in s. Whenever the right side is positive, (3) can be verified for sufficiently 
small intervals [a, b]. This observation allows us to deduce from Theorem 2 the following 
existence theorem “in the small,” which generalizes the main result of (41. 
THEOREM 5. Let (tc,xc) E R x R” be given, together with a neighbourhood U of 
(to, x0) and a function L: U x R” + R satisfying the Basic Hypotheses on U x R*. Then 
there exist E > 0 and R > 0 for which Sz = [to - E, to + s] x (x0 + RB) is a subset of 
U and the following holds. For every M > 0 and r E (0, R), there exists 6 > 0 so small 
that for every pair of endpoints (a’, cy’), (b’, /3’) in 12 obeying 
O<b’-a’<6, I@‘-cr’]<M(b’-a’), min{],f?‘-x0],]&-xo]}<r, 
the following problem has at least one solution: 
/ 
b’ 
min{ L(t, x(t), i(t)) dt : x(d) = a’, x(b’) = /?‘, Ix(t) - x,,] < R Vt E [a’, b’]}. 
a’ 
Furthermore, all solutions of this problem are Lipschitzian. 
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